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Introduction

Together we form the well-knit and well structured team that is Seido.
In this document, we aim to inform you of our journey this far,
what the program is all about, as well as how you can get involved.

           Seido are an F1 in Schools team, from Melbourne’s
                 eastern suburbs, who are competing in the 
                   Australian national finals in March 2020. 
                   We are made up of four team members:
 
          Oliver Wilkie - Team Manager & Marketing Manager 
              Daniel Chong - Lead Design Engineer & 
                               Graphics Designer
              Charlie Shaw - Manufacturing Manager,
              William Johnson - Enterprise Manager.
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The Competition

Seido are currently the State champions of 
Victoria and are looking forward to 
competing at the Australian National finals 
in March. If we are successful in our 
endeavours, we will receive a place in the 
world finals later that year.
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F1 in Schools is the largest STEM program
in the world, with over 17,000 schools 
across 44 nations competing. The aim of 
the program is to develop the skills of 
up-and-coming engineers, as well as
project managers, through practical
application.

Each team is required to manage an 
enterprise, as well as produce a miniature
F1 car using modern manufacturing 
technologies, such as CNC milling and 3D
printing. These cars are highly sophisticated,
with months of research and prototyping
going towards the finished product.



Our Team

As previously mentioned, our team is based in Trinity 
Grammar School, Kew, located in Melbourne’s eastern 
suburbs. Trinity Grammar has been one of the most 
successful schools to take part in the competition,having had 
two teams win the world final, an unmatched record globally. 

As far as Seido goes, in October 2019, our team competed 
in the Victorian state finals and were named the state 
champions, as well as receiving Fastest lap, Grand Prix 
champions, Best engineered car, Best CAD and 
Best pit display awards. 

This is the first year that all team members have participated 
in the program, however we have all loved the experience 
thus far and can’t wait until we next compete at the 
National finals.
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Team Members

Oliver Wilkie - Team Manager & Marketing Manager
Oliver is responsible for the overall management of the team.
Including production schedules and supporting the team to 
ensure they are working at the maximum efficiency. He also
is in charge of talking to sponsors and creating a strong team 
identity using various marketing strategies.  

Daniel Chong - Lead Design Engineer & Graphics Designer

Charlie Shaw - Manufacturing Engineer

William Johnson - Enterprise Manager
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Charlie is crucial to the success of our team as he is responsible
for the manufacturing of our cars. He does this by filing, 
sanding, painting and other things behind the scenes to ensure
our cars look as good as they race.

William, Seido’s enterprise manager, is constantly
striving to achieve consistency and excellence 
throughout the team’s image. He always ensures
detail is a primary focus for all aspects of the 
project, and will work on the team’s portfolios
and pit display throughout the competition.

Daniel designs and tests cars in CAD/CAM so�ware to make sure
they’re the best possible. He is a self proclaimed ‘dreamer’ and 
has a habit of daydreaming about different car designs.



The Journey

A�er months of hard work and preparation
leading up to the Victorian state finals, we
were eager and excited to compete at the 
tournament. Thankfully, the countless hours
of dedication paid off, with the team 
feeling extremely comfortable, as well as 
ready when the time came to complete 
tasks such as setting up the pit display. 

All team members had a fantastic time, enjoying
the extremely friendly and welcoming 
environment across the three days. 

We also had an extremely successful competition
as a whole, being crowned state champions,
as well as receiving a number of first place
awards in individual disciplines. 

.These included Grand Prix champions, Fastest lap,
Best Engineered car, Best CAD/Manufacturing
as well as knockout champions
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Moving Forwards

Our Journey is far from over though, with the 
team already hard at work preparing for the National 
competition. Our Lead engineer is already dra�ing up 
new prototypes, our Team Manager is planning our 
time management and our Enterprise Manager is 
revamping aspects of our team identity. 

In order to properly compete at nationals, we require 
the financial support of partners, so that we can cover 
the costs of uniform, pit display as well as other 
overheads outlined in our Budgeting section.
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Budgeting

Minimum Required to Compete: $2000

Budgeting is a crucial aspect of F1 in Schools as it 
helps us to not only devise our money plan,
but to perform at our maximum efficiency.

 - Engineering

 - Enterprise

Pit Display Uniform

3D Printing
Website

Printing
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Bronze ($150) Silver ($300) Gold ($500) Platinum ($800+)

Mention on
Social Media

Logo on
Pit Display

Logo on
Portfolio

Logo on
Uniform

Logo on
   Cars

Prominent logo
   on all of the 
       above

Merchandise
on Pit Display

Bronze ($150) Silver ($300)Silver ($300)Silver ($300)Silver ($300)Silver ($300)Silver ($300)Silver ($300)Silver ($300)Silver ($300) Gold ($500) Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)Platinum ($800+)

Packages and Perks
While financial support may be an integral aspect of our team’s success,
it is of upmost importance that partners equally benefit from any arrangements 
made. This is why we created our sponsorship ROI, which outlines the perks 
and benefits sponsors will receive, based on the amount contributed.
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Contact Us

Call Us:
0423 280 220
- Oliver Wilkie 
(Team Manager & Marketing Manager)

Email Us:

teamseidovic@gmail.com

Check out our Instagram:

@teamseidovic

Website:

teamseidovic.wixsite.com/
teamseidovic
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If you want to become a part of Team Seido, or wish to enquire for 
further information, please contact us through any of the platforms 
listed below. We would love to hear from you, and are happy to 
answer any questions that you may have about the team, or the 
competition in general. We look forward to a possible partnership in 
the future.
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